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In the last 25 years a number of countries have become parliamentary democracies.  In the past year we have witnessed the Arab Spring and an uprising of the people demanding more say in the governance of their countries.  This rise in the number of parliamentary democracies and the wish to have Parliaments that are more responsive to the will of the people is creating a driver for change in library and research services.The  Parliamentary Library in a developing parliament is likely to be a library with an important role of maintaining a complete collection of the Parliamentary documentation including all laws and the official record of all debates.  In addition, the Library often has a fine collection with strengths in law, politics, economics and statistics.  The library services tend to focus on providing help to  Members of Parliament and parliamentary staff to find information when they need it.As the Parliament seeks to be empowered to be strong enough to hold the government to account and to take its place alongside the executive and the judiciary as the third constitutional element, the needs of Members of Parliament for information changes.  Information, research and analysis are essential nutrients for the Parliament to grow stronger.  



Parliament and information 
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To support the Parliament to be strong enough to act as a check and balance to government's power, the Parliament needs an excellent flow of information to support that role. �This diagram above represents the generalised key outcomes of parliamentary processes.  In countries where the Parliament has much less power than the government, there may not be a lot of parliamentary time spent on scrutiny of government activity or authorisation of expenditure.  It is these activities which are more likely to impact whether the Parliament is well served by a traditional library service or needs to develop a research service as well as the library service.  In an e-Parliament environment parliamentary libraries and research services are often responsible as well for some information management activities, such as a role in maintaining the website.



What kind of library and research 
service does your Parliament need? 

• What does your Parliament need? 
• How does your Parliament want to develop? 
• What kind of library and/or research service 

will support the development of the 
Parliament? 
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There are no right or wrong answers to what kind of library and research service is appropriate for your Parliament.  It depends upon the work of your Parliament and the intention of your Parliament to develop in a certain direction what kind of library and research services is needed.This presentation seeks to give you some material which will help you to think about this question and  some examples of what other countries do and how they are organised to deliver library and research services. 



Qualitative survey 

• Sample of countries from the Standing 
Committee 

• Indicative 
• Shows the range of options 
• Some interesting background material such as 

structure diagrams 
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From this general discussion about parliaments, I am now turning to some more specific points about libraries.   I asked the members of the Standing Committee – 20 people from parliamentary libraries of every region of the world – to answer some questions.  The results are qualitative not quantitative  and help to illustrate the different models for the way that librarians and research services work together.Some people sent me interesting background material such as structure diagrams which I have included in this presentation.  The diagrams are too small to read on the screen here, but I hope that some of you will find them interesting enough to look them up on the preconference website.  This paper is not on the USB key because I updated the information from conversations yesterday!



What do librarians do? 

Find 
Search 

Evaluate  

Organise  

Disseminate 
Manage data 
Train 
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I asked people to describe the difference between the work that the librarians and the researchers do.  These are the words that  were used about the work of the librarians.Find, searchEvaluateOrganiseDisseminateSome countries undertake data retrieval/manipulation /management Some countries do  GIS support, In some countries write papers which are more compilations than analysis



What do researchers do? 

Brief 

Analyse 
 

Synthesise 

 

Write 

Consult 
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These are the words that were used about the work of the researchers.



Examples of research questions 

• how does this year's budget compare to last 
year's budget? 

• what countries would be good role models for 
us? 

• How does the average income for my electorate? 
• Which countries have a model strategy for a 

knowledge economy? 
• What legislation do other countries have for a 

particular issues?     
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To help you understand the difference between library services and research services, here are some typical examples of research questions.  Members begin to ask questions that require analysis and synthesis.  These kind of questions can’t be answered by finding a document – the answer must be pulled together from a variety of sources.These kind of questions are typical for a research service:how does this year's budget compare to last year's budget in a particular area of expenditure?what countries would be good role models for us as we look to develop a particular area of our economy?How does the average income for my electorate compare to the average income for the country as a whole?We are looking to develop ourselves as a knowledge economy.  Which countries should we pay attention to and what is their strategy?What other countries similar to us, have developed legislation to deal with a particular issue and how well did it work?



Librarians & researchers working 
together 

• UK – Single point of access 
• UK – members don’t distinguish between 

library and research services 
• US – researchers have narrow but deep 

knowledge  
• US – librarians teach, deliver, manage 

information, broader subject areas 
• Scotland – so merged there is no concept of 

differentiation 
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Some countries  gave more information to share with you on the difference between their library service and research service UK:  Generally, Members and their staff do not differentiate between library and research as they see them as part of the same service, the House of Commons Library, which is why we have maintained the brand even though the department has been restructured.  Over the last ten years we have worked hard to promote the idea of a single point of access into our services, so that Members can place a request with any member of staff and it will be passed seamlessly to the right person to answer it.  US:  Research Service provides consultation and analysis through briefings, expert testimony, reports, seminars; focus is on policy analysis, normally narrow but deep knowledge in area of expertise.Library Service provides information research (to both analysts and clients), teach the use of information resources, delivers information products and organizes/manages information internally; covers broader subject areas than analysts, focus on information sources, increasingly asked to perform more complex tasks such as data retrieval/manipulation /management and GIS support, and writing of background papers.SPICe  - since our recent review there are three research teams (differentiated only by their subject coverage), an enquiries team and a collections team and the idea of a library service has no place in that structure. 



United States 

 

Diagram courtesy Lillian Gassie, Congressional Research Service 
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Thank you to Lillian Gassie from the Congressional Research Service in the US who provided this diagram about the way librarians/information specialists work together with researchers to deliver services to the Congress.



Japan 
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And thank you to Standing Committee member Ms Junko Hirose who supplied this document showing how the Diet Library supports the work of the Diet which you may study later.



Qualifications required 

• Commonly, librarians must have a library 
degree 

• Commonly researchers must have a higher 
degree (Masters or Ph.D) 

• Some countries have language requirements 
as well 

• Some countries look for skills rather than 
qualifications 

• Flexibiility is becoming more important 
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The next question was about qualifications and the most common answer to the questions about the qualifications required of librarians and researchers was that librarians must have a library degree while researchers must have a higher degree, usually at Masters or PhD level.  In some countries the library degree is at Masters level, so that the qualification level of both librarians and researchers is a higher degree.Language skills – Ukrainian librarians  mostly speak Russian  while research analysts are required to have more languagesIn Canada all parliamentary library staff must be bilingual in English and French:Attributes or skills:  In the UK, the difference between librarians and researchers is more about skills and experience, rather than qualifications.  We are looking for our librarians to have good skills in handling reference enquiries, with the ability to find and filter quickly and precisely the right information that fits the immediate need from the vast array of online & hardcopy resources out there.  Our researchers are largely subject specialists who need to build up and maintain an in-depth knowledge of their subject areas and related sources, with very good communications skills that allow them to brief Members clearly and succinctly.  It goes without saying that librarians and researchers both need the ability to work well under pressure!In Japan however, librarians are expected to be specialized on collecting and organizing the library materials, providing them to the users and to have reference skills on each area of collection.Researchers also do not need any academic qualification on any field of study, but they need to have academic level knowledge on their specialized  research areas. They are also expected to be highly skilled on analyzing, writing reports and explaining, in answer to each Diet Members’ needs. The ability to draw up a mid- and long-term research plan based on an accurate  prediction of the Diet’s future issue, and to write up the article, is important as well.Regarding flexibility, in Scotland,    The difference in qualifications after the review has not been fully tested and may become more blurred and move away from specialised qualifications or experience, partly due to a strong desire to recruit internally and create a more agile workforce capable of moving around the organisation



Ratio of Librarians: Researchers 
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It was difficult to make a good comparison between the numbers of librarians and research staff because of the variations in how our parliamentary library and research services are staffed.For example, some research staff include research assistants and sometimes the numbers of librarians include paraprofessional staff with a library qualification at a lower level.However, I did think this gave an interesting scale with the United States at one end with the highest proportion of researchers to librarians and Finland at the other end with the highest proportion of librarians to researchers – which is not so surprising since Finland serves the public as well.You can see that there is quite a variation in the total numbers of staff but I found the ratio of librarians to researcher was more interesting.



Models of library/research services 
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Once again, grateful thanks to Lillian Gassie who developed this diagram, which I adapted.  While each country seems to have a model of organising library and research services staff (where they both exist) in a different way, they can be grouped into several key variations.



Library service only 

Researchers perform both 
information search and analysis 

Librarians perform 
information searches 

and present and 
organise electronic 
information tools 
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This model, which I think is the most common in the world, is where there is a Library Service.  The collection is maintained and organised and information searches are done to find documents to meet members needs.  There may also be some indexes or some online tools to assist members of Parliament to find information for themselves.



Library services  (with some analysis) 

Parliamentary Library 

Archives Outreach 

Collections Reference 

Analysis 
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In some countries there are a range of services and research and analysis is one of those services.  This model represents the services provided, rather than being a representation of the structure.This model can be observed in countries which used to be a library service and have begun the journey towards a research service.New Zealand and Ontario can be considered to be Parliaments using this model.



 

Ontario 
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Ontario is in the process of reorganising into this structure which merges their library and research services together.



Research Services (with some library 
services) 

Research Service 
(Analysis) 

Technology Outreach Administration 

Library  
Services 
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In this model the service is positioned as a Research Service and there are some library services provided amongst other services.  Countries which use this model include: Wales where all the research enquiries are handled by researchers.



United Kingdom 
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Here is the structure diagram of the Information Services Division at the House of Commons in the United Kingdom – John Pullinger’s team.  They too, have recently restructured.



United States 

 



• http://transparencia.bcn.cl/estructura/organigrama 

Chile 
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And here is the structure diagram for Chile.  For those of you who are interested in developing a research service, Chile has done that over the last 5 years and may find it very worthwhile to revisit the presentation Soledad made this morning.

http://transparencia.bcn.cl/estructura/organigrama


Scotland 

 
Head of 

Communications & 
Research Group 

Head of Research & 
Enquiries 

Researchers Enquiries team 

Head of Research & 
Library 

Researchers Library & Collection; 
Document Supply  

Head of Research & 
Resource Planning 

Researchers 
workforce & capacity 
planning; budget mgt 

& office planning 
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And here is the organisation structure from the Scottish Parliament, which was supplied to me by Graham Cook from SPICE.  Scotland too, has recently restructured.  



Library and research 
services as partners 

 

Library 
Services 

Research Services 
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This last model of Parliament’s is one where the Library and the Research Services are organised as partners, and sometimes more distant from each other.  This is a very common model in Europe where mostly the Library and Research Services are separate organisations.  They may organised within the same division of the Parliament, and sometimes they are in different parts of the Parliament organisational structure.I received answers from some European colleagues, but sadly no-one sent me a diagram to share with you.



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING 
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In closing I want to acknowledge again all the assistance that I had from colleagues around the world in preparing this paper.  Any errors in compiling it together I am sure are my errors and no theirs.   Please help me to make this paper better by telling me if I have made mistakes, or you can see ways to make the diagrams easier to understand or you would like to share with me other examples.  I will update it on the website if I get new information.Thank you for your attention.
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